Marketing Beef in Japan

The authors investigate the market for beef in Japan. Using simply explained economic
concepts, they analyze each of the main determinants of the demand for beef in Japan to
provide the reader with an in-depth understanding of this enigmatic market. Each chapter
analyzes a specific aspect of the beef market--price, foreign competition, or the impact of
culture and history--and the resulting effects. Marketing Beef in Japan is a succinct summary
of the latest information and thought on this complex market, from authors who clearly convey
their unique and diverse expertise.Everything from changing Japanese tastes and market trends
to demographics and government regulations is discussed by the authors of Marketing Beef in
Japan. It is a vital resource for firms that plan to export to Japan or wish to do so. Among the
many topics explored are:insights into Japan?s complex multi-layered beef distribution
systemhistorical and cultural determinants of beef consumptionthe unique nature of the
multiple niche beef markets available in Japanthe effect of changing import
regulationsanalysis of the potential of major beef exporting countries to supply the Japanese
markettechnical requirements for placing perishable product into the Japanese
marketpredictions for the future evolution of the Japanese beef marketWith all economic
concepts and terms simply explained, Marketing Beef in Japan is an ideal guide for students
and researchers in agricultural economics, agribusiness, marketing, and international trade.
Agribusiness executives, consultants, and researchers with an interest in the Asia-Pacific
market will find the book an informative reference for successful ventures into the Japanese
beef market. While the book provides specific insights for this market, readers can also use it
as a model for marketing case studies of consumption trends in any market.
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Due to Buddhist influences, consumption of meat from four-legged animals was more or less
prohibited in Japan until Despite suspension of prohibition. More than , metric tonnes of US
beef were exported to Japan in calendar , making it the US' leading export market for beef in
both. For ten consecutive years, Japan has increased its meat consumption; consumption
increased by % last year over the previous year to.
Report Highlights: In , U.S. chilled beef exports to Japan exceeded the volume by 50 percent.
Monthly total U.S. beef exports to. and New Zealand. Beef consumption in Japan may
increase from current levels in. Japan's market, particularly if prices fall or income rises.
The upsurge in imports of food products such as rice, beef, and oranges after the Uruguay
Round in had a marked impact on the Japanese beef market. Without a trade agreement with
Japan, the U.S. is left out in the cold for Related : Japanese market delivers outstanding value
for U.S. beef. The authors investigate the market for beef in Japan. Using simply explained
economic concepts, they analyze each of the main determinants.
And it is clearly a market worth fighting for: Japan is the world's third largest Two ways in
which most beef in Japan is consumed are Gyudon.
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